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Advanced Botanical Illustration  

Botanical Art Online with Dianne Sutherland  
  
Start date: February 2021 
  
Application Deadline: January 14th 2021 

  
Course Outline   
  
The aim of this Advanced Botanical Illustration course is to progress your work 
to a professional level, ensuring that it is of the highest standard in botanical 
accuracy, whilst creating an aesthetically pleasing and engaging compositions.   
  
During a period of up to 24 months 
you will receive mentoring and will 
undertake a series of modules, with 
supporting videos and documents on 
advanced techniques and theory.  You  
will build a portfolio of up to five 
major works and will be assessed on a 
criteria of outcomes for each module. 
The modules included are outlined on 
page 3. You will also receive free 
access to three of Dianne Sutherland’s 
Tutorials, worth £165, to supplement 
your learning. 
  
This course is designed to allow you 
freedom as an artist, making your own 
choices on subjects and technique, 
with mentorship tailored to suit your 
area of specialty. The aim in this 
approach is to assist you in identifying 
your strengths and reduce any 
weaknesses, thus, endeavouring to 
enable you to reach your full potential 
as an artist and to build your confidence.   
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Tutors  
  
The course is led and assessed by Dianne Sutherland who has worked as an online tutor as 
part of Botanical Art Online since 2010.  Polly Sutherland provides material in her specialist 
fields of botany, drawing, scaling and dissection. Read more about the tutors below:  
  
Dianne Sutherland  
www.diannesutherland.com   
  

Dianne is a botanical artist, illustrator and tutor with 35 
years’ experience, she originally trained with the Royal 
Doulton China Company, where she learned to paint 
intricate floral designs on to china.   

She holds a BSc (Hons) in Biology, is a fellow of the 
Linnean Society and the Society of Botanical Artists, she is 
currently on the SBA Council. Her work is in the permanent 
collection at the Hunt Institute of Botanical Documentation 
and the Sydney Florilegium. Dianne has exhibited and 
taught internationally and worked as a freelance education 
consultant for number of years before concentrating on 

Botanical Art and Illustration.    
Dianne specialises in drawing and painting botanical and natural history subjects on paper 
and vellum. She is currently writing two botanical art books, which have been 
commissioned for release in 2021.  

  

Polly is a scientific artist and illustrator who graduated with 
a BA (Hons) in Fine Art in 2017 and Masters in Art in 
Science in 2018, and has since exhibited with the Society of 
Botanical Artists in London and been featured in INK 
Quarterly.   

Last year she was commissioned to illustrate a natural 
history section in The Sketch Encyclopaedia.  Polly 
specialises in detailed graphite drawings of microscopic 
and botanical forms, including dissections and pollen 
grains, with her practice crossing over between scientific 
and artistic exploration.   

  
  
  
 

Polly Sutherland  
www.pollysutherland.com   
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Modules  
 
1.Botanical Illustration (introductory optional exercise)  
You will learn about botanical illustration with the option to complete a short written essay 
on your goals as an artist and about two botanical artists of your choice, including what it is 
that appeals to you about their work and comparing and contrasting their work (up to 2000 
words).  
  
2. Botany, Observational Drawing Including Scaling and Dissection Drawing  
Understanding the structure of plants is fundamental to creating identifiable illustrations, 
you will learn about the basic structure of plants and flower morphology. Selecting a plant 
of your choice to draw and describe its structure and features.  
Continuing with the botany module you will learn about different methods of measuring, 
scaling and dissecting flowers based on their structure and will complete a dissection 
drawing of a flower of your choice, including using scale bars. This module is written and 
supported by Polly Sutherland with videos by Dianne Sutherland. 
  
3. Drawing and Form  
Understanding the form of your subject in relation to light and shade. During this module 
you will complete a range of cross-contour drawings and tonal studies of subjects from 
simple to complex forms.  
Learn about the finer points of drawing techniques using ink and graphite. Select subjects to 
draw using a variety of techniques including stipple and continuous tone to create form and 
different textures.   
  
4. Watercolour and Colour Theory   
Learn about colours using a limited palette. Undertake colour mixing and matching 
exercises to fine tune your understanding. Including working with difficult colour mixes, 
such as white, yellow, black and greens painting colour charts for all. You will also explore 
the importance and relativity of cool and warm colours in relation to light.   
Learn advanced watercolour techniques with washes and dry brush work and push your 
work that bit further with depth and detail, as well as using watercolour techniques to 
create more dynamic work, using underlying colours and aerial perspective.   
  
5. Composition   
One of the most difficult aspects for many artists, this module is devoted to understanding 
placement, proportion and what to avoid when creating botanical compositions. Topics 
include rules of odds and thirds and about understanding focal points. You will also learn 
about the different types of approaches to composition.  
  
6. Portfolio Development and Individual Mentorship  
Using what you have learned during these modules combined with your previous skills, you 
will specialise in the techniques and medium of your choice to create completed 3-5 
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botanical illustrations. The number of works is flexible depending on the complexity of the 
subjects.   
  
Individual mentoring from Dianne will form a core part of this unique course. You will be 
guided from start to finish, from plant choice to completion of your illustrations.  Dianne 
will guide you through the research and creation of a study page for your chosen subject, 
working closely with you to advise on all aspects of the process, from composition to 
techniques used to and revision of your work. She will use digital editing and video 
examples throughout to support you in the process and will provide written feedback 
throughout.   
  
7. Exhibitions, Presentation and Marketing   
Finally, today it is all important for an artist to know how to present themselves and their 
work, whether exhibiting or online. This short module will be completed at the end of 
portfolio work and you will learn about the options with social media and how best to use 
it, about blogging and websites and other forms of marketing.  You will also learn about the 
presentation of your work for exhibition submissions and framing.   
 
You will also be encouraged to participate in other opportunities which will be listed on the 
website, this may include open exhibitions, florilegia and society membership and 
mentoring can be provided for such submissions and applications.   
  
Time Scale  
  
You will have 24 months to complete the course.  The course is completely flexible and 
encourages you to undertake exhibition work and projects, you may begin with the 
portfolio work and study the supplementary modules at the same time or complete the 
modules first followed by the Portfolio work. .  
 
  

Additional Free Material 
As part of the course you will also be given free access to 3 of Dianne’s short Tutorials, 
worth £55 each. You can browse the available tutorials at https://www.botanicalart-
online.com/short-courses 
  
Contact during the course. 
You can contact me at any time during the course via a dedicated Whatsapp number, via 
email or messenger.  
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Application  
Who this course is suitable for: 
  

- Those who are competent in drawing and watercolour and have experience with 
botanical subjects.  

  
- Those who have already successfully completed the Botanical Illustration course 

with me, or, perhaps you have completed or are currently studying other courses 
and need additional support to develop your work.   

  
- Artists already working in the field of botanical art who are aiming to enter societies, 

open and international exhibitions or wish to build a portfolio and would like 
guidance on their work.  
  

Cost  
  
The course fee is £950. A non refundable deposit of £250 is required upon acceptance to 
the course and the remainder is to be paid prior to the course start date in December.   
  
Instalment options are available, contact Dianne at info@botanicalart-online.com for more 
information.  
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How to Apply   
Acceptance on this course is via application only with just 6 places available 
this year, the number has been reduced in order to give more dedicated time 
to each student . Places will be given on a first come basis but dependent on 
the quality of your application.  
 
A decision upon acceptance will be within 7 days of your application.  
  
To apply:  
Email info@diannesutherland.com with the following information:  
  

1. Include 4 images as examples of your botanical works. These don’t need to be large 
files however they must be of a good standard to view on screen and to be able to 
enlarge to see the detail, preferably JPEG’s under 5MB.  
  

2. Experience and training, including any online courses you have completed and 
exhibitions.  

  
3. Reasons for wanting to undertake this course and what you hope to learn from it 

(approximately 500 words).  


